FILM OR FILLMORE?
Here is a list of clues to either the name of a President of the United States, or the title of a movie that won the
Best Picture Oscar. Presidential clues may refer to the first, last, or full name. Put the first letters of the answers
(last names of presidents, omit "a/an/the" in titles) into the strings at the bottom to spell appropriate movie titles.
Hint: Clue answers are in a logical order, but it’s up to you to figure it out. Warning: beware of puns.
1. Ends with the plaintiff in a very famous Supreme Court case _______________________________
2. Why Willie Nelson could need to change his musical style
_______________________________
3. Invert a letter in an early Best Actor's name. Move it to the end. _______________________________
4. Two of three missiles hit the target in the tree, but…
_______________________________
5. Unfinished dance
_______________________________
6. Three words the same length
_______________________________
7. Vice presidential candidate of the Bull Moose party?
_______________________________
8. One word or name has eleven letters
_______________________________
9. Delete one letter, get something said to a microphone
_______________________________
10. Early 20th century heavyweight
_______________________________
11. The shortest middle
_______________________________
12. Second-sound change from successor's successor
_______________________________
13. What's Nixon would have been if it weren't for Ford
_______________________________
14. Next to last alphabetically, first another way
_______________________________
15. What Onassis and Forbes learned belatedly
_______________________________
16. Hoover is an example of what's in the middle
_______________________________
17. First tabloid headline
_______________________________
18. Why B, C, and D say they misbehaved
_______________________________
19. Ben Franklin, from 1776 through 1785
_______________________________
20. The Mexican or Spanish White House
_______________________________
21. Task for Donald Duck
_______________________________
22. Tina Turner's ex
_______________________________
23. Two soldiers
_______________________________
24. Begins with the title of an allegedly obscene book from 1922 _______________________________
25. Porky Pig, the early years
_______________________________
26. That's funny, uh-huh
_______________________________
27. Animal lust under the stars
_______________________________
28. History after sundown
_______________________________
29. Two words, same length, initials are a state abbreviation
_______________________________
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